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HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL LEBENSTIL 

DEUTSCHER LEBENSTIL UNO DEUTSCHE KUL TUR 
(German Lifestyle and Culture) 

How Germany became a classical music mecca? 

Around 130 publicly funded professional orchestras, over 80 permanent opera companies and billions in subsidies: Germany's 

unique musical landscape has created a global hub for classical music. 

Goethe, Schilli:!r, Kant and Schopenhauer have contributed to Germany's international reputation as a "counby of poets and thinkers." 

Similarly, composers such as Rach, Haydn, Bl'Plhown and Brahms have given their homeland a reputation of musical genius. 

Among them, Ludwig van Beethoven is arguably the world's most famous classical composer. For his 250th anniversa1y in 2020, orchestras 

around the world, and particularly in Germany, will be performing his works across the counby - and especially in his birthplace, Bonn. 

Germany is a mecca for classical music thanks to its high density of orchestras, theaters ancl choirs that are also well-supported by the public 

sector. 

"The further away I am from Germany, the more I feel the admiration for the counby," says Christian Hoppner, general secretary of the 

German Music Council. "In Brazil, for example, the perception that Germany is a 'land of m usic' is way stronger than in neighboring countries." 

As the lllllbrella organization for musical life in Germany, the German Music Council represents the interests of around 14 million musicians. 

Unique orchestral landscape 

According to statistics from the German Orchestra Association, in 2018 there were 129 

publicly-funded orchestras across the country, with around 10,000 members. Orchestras 

such as the Bnli..ner PhilharmonikL•1-, the Sachsische Staalskapelle Dresden or the 

Gewandhausorchcster Leipz.ig are among the best in the world. 

Meanwhile, renowned chamber orchestras and special ensembles for old and new music

- such as the Ka.mmerphilharmonie Bremen, Concerto Koln or the Ensemble Modern, 

as well as youth ensembles s uclt as the Federal Youth Orchestra (top picture), the State 

Youth Orchestra or the J unge Deutsche Philharmonie - are not even included in 

the figures. 


